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The Hart Brothers - The Complete
Series

Enjoy the entire Hart Brothers collection in this new bundle!This complete series, including all three
steamy Hart Brothers books, is a scorching collection of standalone M/M romance stories fully
loaded with ultra gorgeous guys, insatiable sexual appetites, and unexpected newfound love. This
bundle includes "Not Just An Attractionâ€•, a previous best seller on .This collection includes:NOT
JUST AN ATTRACTIONShane Hart is every manâ€™s dream. Heâ€™s rich, built like a Greek god,
and hands down one of the most powerful men on the East Coast. And now, after a horrible divorce,
heâ€™s out on the prowl. But to be perfectly clear, Shane isnâ€™t looking for anything more than a
solo night of raw, unbound pleasure.Enter Chris Cohenâ€¦ A young, single school teacher who just
so happens to land himself in one of Shaneâ€™s bars at a time when Shane is hungriest for a fresh
body to manhandle. Chris isnâ€™t on the market, at least not until Shane spots him on the dance
floor. In fact, Chris is dead set on keeping things simple in his life right now as he tries to rebuild
himself with a new city, a new job, and a forgotten past. But once a Hart boy, always a Hart boy.
Because the second Shane gets a closer look at Chris, his body makes up his mind for him. Yes,
they have insane physical chemistry with each other. But do they have even more than just an
attraction?NOT JUST AN INFATUATIONColby Hart doesnâ€™t comprehend the word no. Why
would he? Heâ€™s built like an NFL linebacker, heâ€™s one of the most powerful political figures in
the state, and he has direct ties to the legendary Hart family. And now, as a newly elected mayor in
a major, albeit broken, city, Colby is more powerful than ever.Enter Nate Walkerâ€¦ A devilishly
handsome, lanky, and witty Harvard graduate who just so happens to be applying for the job as
Colbyâ€™s new Director of Communications. Colby has always had an impossibly difficult time
keeping his hands to himself when it comes to gorgeous looking guys that cross his path. But when
he first lays eyes on Nate, itâ€™s not just his hands that he canâ€™t keep off him.Yes, they can't
seem to keep their clothes on whenever they're alone together. But do they have even more than
just an infatuation?NOT JUST AN DISTRACTIONJay Hart is the ultimate protector. Heâ€™s got the
whole tall, dark and handsome thing down to a science. Throw in the fact that his arms are bigger
than most menâ€™s legs, and you end up with a bone-crushing beast with an insatiable need to
dominate other men in the bedroom. And now, after being accused of a crime he swears he has
nothing to do with, heâ€™s feeling more ferocious than ever before. Enter Pierce Valentineâ€¦ A
hotshot criminal defense attorney with enough good looks, charisma, and success to give even a
man like Jay Hart a run for his money. What starts out as something clean, quick, and simple
between the two men explodes into something altogether dirty, long lasting, and anything but
simple. Now, they canâ€™t seem to focus on anything but each otherâ€™s naked flesh. But do they

mean anything more to each other than just a distraction?**PLEASE NOTE: This book contains two
bonus stories, ALPHA KANE (THE COMPLETE SERIES), and JUST BECAUSE IT HURTS (THE
HART BROTHERS NEW YORK, BOOK ONE), by Caleb Stone.**
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These stories have potential. All three papers need alot of work, they all ended abruptly leaving the
reader wonder what happened with some of the issues/questions raised in these stories. All three
stories do not make book, the bonus selection which I did not read was longer than the headliner.
Wrong word usage throughout these essays (example in Jay story the word "heroine" is used
instead of "heroin") huge differences in meaning. When I got to the bonus selection and was not
even half way through this ebook I could not force myself to read more. I glad this was a free read
for me as I would have wanted my money back. Please spend some time and research your subject
in the future example (civil law vs criminal). I'm sorry too not be able to recommended this ebook, all
three need too be seriously rewritten and developed as tey leave the reader hunger.

The Hart Brother's is a collection of short M/M stories, with characters that are hot, hard and sexy.
The stories move at a steady pace then hit you with the happy ending - although there is nothing
wrong with this, Stone does do such a great job of building to the climax that the quick endings
leave you wanting a bit more of these guys. Still worth a read.

OK, I get it, what the other reviewer said. These stories stop when we want them to keep going. The
grammatical errors are annoying to some people I'm sure, but I was able to fill in whatever odd
words I encountered. Usually it was places where two different words are there to choose from, so it
wasn't too disruptive. These books are extremely hot and sexy, so if that bothers you, this isn't for
you. Bottom line, I love these stories in a big way. They intertwine fairly well for me and keep me
wondering which new character will be voyeuristically experienced next. Books where people meet
and fall into bed (or onto kitchen island counters) right away are a hard sell, but Caleb does well. I
love stories where a really good person ends up with someone so right for them. Keep them
coming!

Don't know when I enjoyed reading a group of stories so much, filled with tension, humour, drama
and unexpected true love, brilliantly written and quite hypnotic, I just couldn't stop reading until the
end - think I will go back and start again!

The characters were interesting. The plot's good but a little rushed. More attention to detail in the
actions of the characters would greatly help. Skipped some parts that should be there. But above all
please get a better editor. There are serious grammar and simple editing mistakes that completely
throw off the flow of the story.
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